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Disclaimer
This document is written as a general guideline. The Natural Stone Institute and its member companies have neither
liability nor can they be responsible to any person or entity for any misunderstanding, misuses, or misapplication that
would cause loss or damage of any kind, including loss of rights, material, or personal injury, or alleged to be caused
directly or indirectly by the information contained in this document.
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Daily safety meeting
The Natural Stone Institute recommends that its member
companies provide a safe workplace for their employees and
work to comply with all applicable standards set forth by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).
This publication has been prepared to provide dimension
stone contractors, fabrication shops, and stone suppliers
with guidelines for a written safety program and is intended
to supplement but not replace the provisions of OSHA
and any regulations issued by that agency. It cannot cover
every situation and is not intended to do so.
Accident prevention is of prime importance and the
success of any safety program depends on the sincere
and cooperative efforts of every employee. Each employee
has the responsibility to comply with safety rules and
regulations, to protect equipment, to report and resolve
unsafe conditions, and to avoid unsafe behavior. Employees
should identify hazards and develop actions to remove,
control, or mitigate any hazards before proceeding.
The most important aspect of any safety policy or
program is its implementation.

Every shop and contractor should appoint a safety
director responsible for the implementation of the
company’s safety program. The safety director’s
responsibilities should include, but not be limited to
the following: safety training, procedural instructions,
first aid and medical access, hazard communications,
emergency procedures, equipment malfunctions, safety
audits, instruction on personal protection equipment,
hearing testing, electrical safety, respiratory protection
program, and workplace hazards.

Designate a Safety Director
Responsible for:
• Safety training
• Procedural instructions
• First aid and medical
access
• Hazard communications
• Emergency procedures
• Equipment malfunctions
• Safety audits

• Instruction on personal
protection equipment
• Hearing testing
• Electrical safety
• Respiratory protection
program
• Workplace hazards

Natural Stone Institute • Safety in the Stone Business
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I. OSHA at A Glance
The Occupational Safety and Health Act – passed in 1970 –
is a nationwide program established by the federal government
to protect workers from physical harm on the job.
In establishing the program, the federal government made
it a two-pronged effort, to be managed by Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) organizations
at either the federal or state level.
Since the program took effect in 1971, workplace fatalities
in the U.S. have declined more than 60 percent, and
occupational injuries and illnesses have decreased by more
than 40 percent.
Compliance enforcement is a core value of federal and
state OSHA organizations. OSHA inspectors can arrive
without notice, inspect a facility, issue citations and fine
businesses for violations, or give those that are in compliance
a clean bill of health.
OSHA officials point out that 32 percent of all inspections
result in no violations.
In a typical year, federal OSHA inspectors visit more than
25,000 companies, while state inspectors make some
60,000 visits.
The OSHA act does not allow for penalties directly against
employees – employers are responsible for compliance
with OSHA regulations. However, employers can hold
employees responsible for safety violations, and OSHA
penalties may be mitigated if it is found that an employee
willfully or negligently violates safety standards established
by the employer. Safety violations that are determined to
be an employee’s fault may result in the termination of
the employee.
Employees should always report unsafe work conditions to
their employers first to see if the problem can be resolved
before contacting OSHA.

A project manager or senior company representative
should meet with and accompany the OSHA inspector
during the entire inspection until the inspector has left
the premises.
Here is what the inspector will look for:
Hazcom program - Often the first thing an OSHA
inspector will look for during an inspection is a written
Hazard Communication (Hazcom) program. This
documentation tells what kinds of hazardous materials
are in the building (see Section V).
SDS Sheets - The inspector will want to see a written
policy on labeling procedure, a Safety Data Sheet (SDS)
for each chemical on-site, and employee safety training
and standards logs.
Hazcom meetings must be held whenever a new hazardous
condition occurs or a new hazardous material is introduced
into the workplace. Every new employee must be given a
Hazcom briefing prior to going into an area where hazardous
materials are present. Failure to provide employees with
information and training on hazardous chemicals will
result in an inspection citation in nearly all cases.
Therefore, Hazcom recordkeeping is crucial.
Safety meeting logs must be kept which outline the date,
time, subject matter covered and who conducted the
training. There also must be a sign-in roster listing the
meeting attendees.
Hearing Tests - The company needs to keep a record of
baseline hearing tests for each worker in the shop. OSHA
will take a close look at residual hearing loss testing and
tracking. If a company is required to participate in the
Hearing Conservation Program, it will be required to
conduct annual hearing tests and annual training for all
employees within the program.

II. OSHA Inspections and Enforcement
Unless your company has arranged for a consulting visit
to review compliance, OSHA inspectors do not give any
warning that they arecoming. Be prepared for an inspection
by being in compliance all of the time.
OSHA inspectors generally ask to see and review any
written safety or health programs that the company might
have in place. They may ask to review injury and illness logs
to see what kind of injuries have been occurring within
the facility. Then the actual walk-around inspection will
begin, which could be as brief as 30 minutes or may take
up to a day or longer, depending on the complexity of
the situation.
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Inspection

Certifications - The company will be asked to provide
documentation on training for such specialists as forklift and
overhead crane operators, as well as current certification
and operating permits for all equipment of this kind.
Safety Notices - The inspector will look for posted safety
notices for employees and will record whether they are in
English, Spanish and/or other languages.
Electrical Conductors - The inspector will thoroughly
inspect electrical conductors. Citations can result if there
is no protection of connectors going into boxes, cabinets
or fittings.
Electrical Covers - Missing or broken electrical covers
and/or canopies are a violation. Test all electrical outlets to
ensure they are properly grounded. Covers and canopies
can be fixed if they are spotted during an inspection. Ground
Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) protection is mandatory
for many circuits in the shop (consult local codes).
Electrical Cord Use - Inspectors will focus on improper
use of electrical cords, residential cords being used in the
workplace and cords that are not approved by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI). As mentioned,
electrical outlets should be changed to GFCI, if they
are not that type now. Because water is an important
component in stone shop operations, the type of electrical
outlets and use of cords is a critical issue (see Section IV).
Guards should always be placed close to grinding wheels.
Safety glasses should be nearby, with a printed safety
warning to always wear them when using grinders. No
machine on the shop floor should be operated without a
safety guard.
Hardhats must be compliant to standards set by ANSI.
Inspectors will look for their use on commercial and
residential construction sites or in areas where overhead
cranes are in operation.
Fall Protection - Inspectors will look for insufficient
protection against falls in the workplace. All working
surfaces six feet and higher from ground level must have
guardrails, safety nets or other fall protection systems.
Fire Extinguishers - Inspectors will want to verify the
existence and location of an adequate number of
ABC-rated fire extinguishers in the shop. Generally, a
fire extinguisher should be placed every 50 feet within
the workplace. Fire extinguishers are also required on all
trucks and forklifts and on job sites as well. The OSHA
inspector will look for documentation of a fire safety escape
plan and escape route. Fire extinguishers require monthly
inspections and other inspections by a qualified person.
OSHA Form 300 & 301 Logs - Be sure to have an updated
OSHA Form 300 log and any copies on file that list

work-related injuries and illnesses. This log should be
updated daily, if possible. You will also need to have
OSHA Form 301 reports for the past five years. OSHA
inspectors require that these records be available for
review when they come for inspections.
Personal Protection Equipment - A major part of the
inspection will include examining the personal protection
equipment (PPE) used by employees in the facility. This
includes ANSI-approved safety glasses for eye protection,
ear plugs, ear muffs and noise-canceling headphones
for hearing protection, face masks and other devices for
respiratory protection, safety-toe shoes to protect against
falling material, safety barrier windows on machines,
safety gloves, safety harnesses for use on lifts, protective
aprons and wet suits and protective rubber boots (see
Section III).

Respirator

Dust mask tor

Cleanliness - The cleanliness of the shop is important,
including elements of dust containment and the amount
of dust allowed to accumulate.
Safety Indicators – The inspector will look at other safety
indicators, such as the location of safety boundary markers,
LP gas tank containment and hazardous material storage.
Every facility should have an appropriate fireproof cabinet
for flammable materials.
If you see anything that appears to be a potential hazard,
contact your supervisor immediately. Wear the proper
personal safety equipment wherever indicated and keep
a neat workspace at all times.
In addition to responding to an employee complaint or as a
follow-up to a fatality or other accident, OSHA may conduct
random, unannounced visits as part of an enforcement
program targeting industries for potential violations in
specific areas. Sometimes, another government agency
inspecting a facility for other reasons may suggest that
OSHA make an inspection.
After an OSHA inspection, the decision as to whether a
facility will be fined is not made on-site. The area OSHA
director decides whether to issue citations and levy fines,
or in some extreme situations, close down the facility until
Natural Stone Institute • Safety in the Stone Business
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Saw operator using PPE
corrections are made. Citations are classified as “serious”
or “other.”A serious violation is anything that can cause
death, serious injury or illness.

IV. Electrical Safety

If you follow the proper safety procedures and guidelines
described here, chances are your company will pass an
OSHA inspection without penalties.

Safety devices that have been installed in equipment, such
as interlocks, covers and GFCIs are for the protection of
all employees and are not to be circumvented.

III. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
It is recommended that your firm establish a company
policy that all employees comply with OSHA standards
regarding personal protective equipment (PPE). Violations
should be subject to discipline as set by the company’s
personnel procedures. When operating saws, routers and
any other shop equipment, all employees must wear safety
glasses with side shields and earplugs or muffs.

Only trained and authorized personnel are permitted to
service electrical equipment.

Read and follow the equipment manufacturer’s
recommendations on the safe use of all equipment.
Ground leads on cords and equipment must be checked
routinely as part of the ground assurance program or
GFCIs must be used on all equipment.

When operating machinery where an employee will be
standing in water, properly fitting rubber boots and
gloves must be worn. Tennis shoes or similar footwear
are not suitable.
Long pants and comfortable long sleeve or short sleeve
shirts must be worn at all times.
A properly fitting respirator must be worn at all times
when working with dry cutting, shaping, and related
activities.
Any personal protective equipment that is found to be
defective should be replaced immediately.
6
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Electrical box

Electric Shock First Aid
• Cut voltage and remove the victim from the
contact as quickly as possible. If the power cannot
be disconnected, free the victim with a length of dry
wood, rope, blanket, etc. do not touch the victim
until free. Do what you can but do not endanger
your own safety.
• Keep the victim warm, but not hot, and lying down.
• Immediately call for qualified medical assistance.
• If required, and you are certified, administer
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) until help arrives.

Do not operate electrical equipment while standing on
metal, in water, or on wet floors. This is difficult to avoid
in the stone shop, so be sure to wear rubber boots and
gloves and make sure all equipment is properly connected
to a GFCI.
Water must be kept off all electrical equipment. Avoid
getting dirt or water into vents of air-cooled motors.

Safety Data Sheet (SDS) and product labeling. Employees
should review this information prior to using hazardous
materials and follow the recommended safe handling
procedures and protective equipment requirements.
Safety Data Sheets (SDS) provide the following information:
chemical identification, hazardous ingredients, physical
data, fire and explosion data, health hazards, reactivity,
spill and leak procedures, special protection and special
precautions.
Hazard communication information should be posted in
the workplace, indicating where the SDSs are located –
and it must be accessible to all employees.

VI. Safe Slab Handling
Slab handling accidents can be avoided with proper
training and a consistent attitude of safety by all those
engaged in handling potentially dangerous slabs in shops,
stone yards, and job sites.
A. Overview of Slab Handling

V. Hazard Communications

Physical Properties of Slabs

In 1988, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) passed a regulation that requires all employers
to inform their employees about any hazardous materials
they might come in contact with on the job. All employers
are required to have such a program in written form.
The following materials used in many stone shops are
considered hazardous materials:

It is important to understand the dynamics of stone
slabs and why they can be unwieldy and dangerous if not
handled correctly.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solvents: acetone, alcohol, MEK, etc.
Polyesters, epoxies, and adhesives
Sealers and impregnators
Polishing powders
Shellac
Glues
Gasoline and diesel fuel
Hydraulic oil and other oils
Granite and marble slurry
Granite and marble dust
Acids

Size
Natural stone is quarried in blocks and is then shipped to
a facility to be slabbed or cut into slices that are typically
5' x 10' x 1-3/16" thick (1.5 m x 3 m x 30 mm).
Weight
A typical slab will weigh between 800 and 900 pounds.
Some slabs exceed 1,000 pounds. When grouped in
a bundle of five or six slabs, the weight can be over
5,000 pounds.

Employees have the right to know what hazards they may
face on the job and they have the right to be trained on
how to protect themselves against any hazardous materials
in the workplace.
An employee cannot be terminated or discriminated
against because they ask for information and training on
how to handle the hazardous materials in the workplace.
There are two primary sources of information to become
familiar with when it comes to hazardous material: the

Positioning clamp for safe lifting
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Because slabs are big, flat, and relatively thin, they look
deceptively light. While you can see the area of the slab,
you may not notice the volume that is obvious when
several smaller pieces of stone are stacked.
Center of Gravity
Selecting the center of gravity on a slab when attaching a
clamp and moving it with a forklift or crane is crucial.
An incorrect center of gravity can increase the possibility
of tipping and breaking the slab or causing an accident.
Never tip a slab towards yourself without taking the
necessary precautions.
Safety Precautions When Moving A Slab
Number of People Involved
Moving slabs is seldom a one-person job. A coordinated
team of individuals with at least one equipment operator
and one spotter should be involved. Everyone involved
should know the uniform hand signals or voice commands
before beginning the project.
Number of Slabs to be Moved at One Time
When moving individual slabs – those that are not part
of a bundle – always follow the specific manufacturers’
guidelines. Many clamp manufacturers now specify moving
one slab – and one slab only – at a time. This is due to the
inherent danger involved in this process. Every precaution
should be taken to move only one slab at a time.
The Fall Shadow
The “slab shadow” or “fall zone” is the theoretical cone
that radiates from the slab being moved. No body parts,
including hands and feet, should be inside this shadow
area. The higher the slab is lifted by a crane or forklift, the
larger the shadow becomes. Stay outside the shadow to
reduce your risk of being crushed or hit by stone shrapnel.
Whenever possible, a slab should be lifted no more than
eight to ten inches off the ground during transport.

Potential Hazards During Transport
Slip/Fall
When a slab starts to slip or fall, your first reaction might
be to try and stop it with your hands. Never try to stop a
falling slab. Get out of the way as fast as you can.
Crushing
Crushing is a major hazard. Getting hit by splintered
pieces of a shattered slab or slabs can also cause severe or
fatal injuries. It’s another reason you want to get out of
the way as quickly as possible.
Wind
OSHA estimates that a quarter of stone handling facilities
occur in outdoor storage yards. Many of those accidents
are triggered by the wind due to the oblong dimensions
of stone slabs. Slabs are unstable and dangerous in windy
conditions in outdoor storage yards. Wind gusts can turn
slabs into deadly instruments that can crush or severely
injure employees.
Stacking Remnants
Remnants are often stacked against walls. When too many
are stacked in one place, the angle can cause the stack to
slip, creating a crushing risk for bystanders. A similar risk
exists when slab remnants are loosely propped against
A-frames.
Protective Clothing, Handling Equipment, Inspections
Wear proper clothing and required safety equipment at all
time when handling slabs. Gloves, hard-toed shoes, and
safety glasses should always be worn when moving slabs.
Hardhats may or may not be required, depending on
where you work. If your company utilizes overhead cranes,
hardhats should be a requirement. If no cranes are used,
hardhats may not be mandatory, though some companies
mandate hardhats regardless of the environment. Consult
with your supervisor to make certain you understand
what is expected.
Without proper maintenance, the effectiveness of Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) cannot be assured. This includes
inspection, care, cleaning, repair, and proper storage.
Continued inspection of PPE is an important part of
maintenance. If carefully performed, inspections will
identify damaged or malfunctioning PPE before it is
used. PPE that is not performing up to manufacturer’s
specifications—such as safety glasses with scratched lenses
that have lost their ability to withstand impact—should
be discarded.

Graphic demonstration of “fall shadow”
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Wearing poorly maintained or malfunctioning PPE
could be more dangerous than not wearing any form of
protection at all.

Don’t Be Complacent!
It only takes a moment for a life-changing accident to
occur. Whether you’ve been in the stone industry for
twenty days or twenty years, don’t let yourself become
complacent.
Any time you begin to move a slab, take a step back and
recognize the fact that you are about to participate in a
dangerous operation. If there is any doubt in your mind
that there is a safety issue with the slab itself, the other
personnel involved or the handling equipment, STOP.
Consult with management.
Do not jeopardize your safety.
B. Manually Lifting and Moving Slabs
Use these guidelines to minimize accidents in the shop
and on the job site.
• Instead of lifting slabs, use mechanical aids (slab
dollies, suction lifts, and scissor clamps) to move slabs.
Individuals should not attempt to manually lift items
weighing over 75 pounds.
• Before lifting slabs, stretch with side and back bends.
• Lift only loads that can be safely handled.
• Use proper lifting techniques: bend at the knees, not
the back; let the more powerful leg muscles do most of
the work.
• Establish good footing. Keep the load close to the
body. Bend at the knees as you grasp the slab. Get a
full handgrip; keep the body erect and the spine in an
upright position.
• Lift smoothly, straightening the legs. Reverse the
procedure to set the slab down. Avoid jerky lifts.
• Avoid twisting your body when lifting. When turning,
shift the position of your feet rather than twisting your
body at the waist.
• Never lift or carry a stone slab in the flat (horizontal)
position. Always lift the slab on end in the vertical
position. Lifting the slab flat can cause the slab to break,
resulting in injury.
• Never support a slab alone when unloading slabs.
• Never jump off a dock onto a truck containing slabs.
This could cause the slabs to shift or tip over.
• Always stand at the end of the slab.

C. Handling Slabs with Overhead Cranes
Overhead cranes are the primary method for moving slabs
in distribution warehouses. Crane manufacturers generally
provide an overview of safe operations that cover a wide
spectrum of industries, but do not focus on each potential
use, such as handling stone slabs.
Here, we focus on crane, hoist, and sling procedures that
are generally accepted as best practices in the stone industry.
They have been created to limit your exposure to the hazards
associated with overhead cranes, lifting loads, and moving
suspended loads.
Following these procedures will help prevent serious
injuries resulting from overloading, dropping or slipping
of the load, obstructing the passage of the load, or using
equipment in a manner for which it was not designed by
the manufacturer.

Best Practices for Operating Overhead Cranes

When using a crane, it is always recommended that the
team include a trained crane operator and a spotter. Make
sure that everyone involved knows the uniform hand
signals or voice commands. The crane operator should
only accept signals from a designated rigger or a signalman.
Use only agreed-upon hand signals or voice commands,
except when it is apparent that following the signals will
result in an accident.
Before moving slabs, the crane and lifting equipment–
including slings, cables and clamps–should always be
inspected. It is also vital to know your travel path in
advance of the lift and know precisely where you are
going to set the load down.
All hoist controls and brakes should be tested before
the beginning of a shift. Inspection processes may vary
from company to company. Follow your company’s
inspection procedures.

Caution!
Failure to follow these safety procedures properly or
failure to pay attention to workplace hazards can result
in serious injury.

Moving a slab with an overhead crane
Natural Stone Institute • Safety in the Stone Business
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Always ensure that cranes are not loaded in excess of their
rated capabilities.
Keep fellow employees clear of suspended loads and loads
about to be lifted, and make sure suspended loads are
clear of obstructions. Never carry loads over workers or
past workers, who must yield the right of way.
Whether using slings or handling clamped loads, it is
critical to know the weight of the load. Lifting should
not be conducted until the weight has been determined.
A typical rule of thumb is that a full slab weighs about
1,000 pounds. Check shipping papers or estimate weights
using the weights of similar loads.
Handling a Single Slab with a Clamp
Rule #1 for lifting slabs with a clamp is very simple: Never
lift more than one slab at a time, no matter what size the
clamp is or how small the slabs are. Even though clamps
come in different sizes, they are designed to move only
one slab at a time.
Make sure that the slab being lifted does not exceed the load
limit of the clamp specified by the clamp manufacturer.
Begin by moving the top of the slab to be moved from
the pack of slabs with a pinch bar or a wedge, allowing
enough room for the back plate of the clamp to pass
between the slab and the bundle of slabs.
When attaching the slab lifting clamp, make sure it is
placed in the center of the slab and the slab is placed fully
in the clamp’s opening. Push the release button on the
clamp so that the jaws lock onto the slab when the lifting
cable is raised.
• Take up the slack in the lifting cable slowly, but do not
		raise the slab into the air.
• The slab can be raised when the spotter is at least an
		arm’s distance from the slab.

Clamp being properly positioned
10
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• Lift the slab slowly, making sure that it is balanced.
• Wait 2-3 seconds before you move a raised slab to
		allow it to settle. This helps prevent it from gathering
		momentum.
• Do not lift a slab more than 8 to 10 inches off the
		ground during transport.
• Never go underneath the slab or allow anyone else to.
• Move very slowly when traveling with the raised slab.
• Before lowering the slab, make sure there are no
		obstructions that the slab or clamp can rest on. If this
		occurs, the clamp could open and release the slab.
• The clamp can be released when the slab is fully lowered
		and the weight is off the clamp.
Caution!
Never lift wet slabs, which can cause the rubber pads
in the clamp to lose their grip. Thoroughly dry the area
before attaching the clamp. It is essential that clamp pads
are free from dirt, grease, and oil, which can also cause the
clamp to lose its grip.
Handling Multiple Slabs in a Sling
Here are some general safe practices for handling
sling loads:
• Keep hands and fingers clear of untensioned loads.
• Pad or protect slings from sharp edges of the load.
• Inspect the sling for wear and determine whether rating
		capacity is appropriate for the pending load.
• Never use a sling that could be dangerous in any way.
• Make sure you know the angle the sling makes with the
		horizontal line and know the size, weight, and center of
		gravity of the load.
• Never load in excess of the rated capacity.
• Never pull a sling from a suspended load under tension.
• Never shorten a sling with knots, bolts, or other
		makeshift devices.
• Walk the route before lifting the load to make sure that
		the path is clear of people and obstructions.
• Make sure there are no obstructions above or below that
		may interfere with the sling or object being lifted.
• Make sure there is always a minimum of three inches
		clearance between the crane and any obstructions.
• Make sure that slings, chains, or ropes are not dragging
		on the floor or across other surfaces.
• Confirm the load is well secured and properly balanced
		in the sling or lift device before it is lifted more than a
		few inches.
• Never stand or walk under the load, and never allow the
		load to be carried over people.

• Lift the load slowly and steadily.
• Avoid jerking or “shocking” the load.
• Never use the crane’s limit switch as a brake and don’t
		lower the crane block so far that less than 2 turns of the
		cable remain on the drum.
Avoiding Hazards Associated with Overhead Cranes
Never leave a suspended load unattended.
If the power is ever lost during the lift, the operator should
move the controller to the “OFF” position until power is
restored. A “safe” area should be maintained around the
load to protect personnel during the time the power is off.
Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations when leaving
or parking hoists and cranes. Make a visual check for any
dangerous condition. Place all controls in the “off” position
and raise all hooks, but not through limit switches. Tag
defective equipment and report any defects immediately.
Following these standard procedures means avoiding the
following hazards:
• Being struck by, caught between, or crushed by
		dropped material
• Damage to a dropped load
• Being struck by tipping or falling slabs
• Hitting a fellow employee with a load
• Incorrectly secured loads
• Incorrectly balanced loads
• Failure of a cable or sling
• Tipped or dropped slabs
• Poor placement of a load
If a problem arises with the equipment or in the warehouse
or shop environment that can challenge the stone handling
process, contact a supervisor.
D. Handling Slabs with Forklifts

company should have specific requirements for training
and operation.
Proper clothing and PPE must be worn while moving
slabs, including hard-toed shoes, gloves, safety glasses, and
in some cases, a hardhat.
Before attempting to move slabs, standard industry
practice calls for a daily pre-use inspection of equipment
for potential problems, including cables, latches, and
grips. The forklift should be checked to assure that safety
equipment is functioning properly. This includes seat
belts, back-up horns, flashing lights, and safety headlights.
Some forklifts are also equipped with fire extinguishers,
depending on company policy and local fire codes.
Your company should have a checklist for inspecting all
slab handling equipment, which must be followed closely.
Conduct an inspection of the walkways and areas
through which you will be moving or transporting the
slab. You want to avoid tripping and other hazards and
make sure there is proper clearance when doors and
ceilings are involved.
Always pay close attention to the weight of the slabs.
Overweight movements can cause the forklift to tip from
swaying. Whether lifting a slab or a bundle of slabs, always
consider the center of gravity of the slab or bundle so that
weight is distributed evenly. A trial tensioning will verify
balance. Never attempt a load based on guesswork. Most
full slab weighs about 1,000 pounds. Check shipping papers
or estimate weights using the weights of similar loads.
Check slabs for cracks or fissures, which can cause breakage
in transit. Many injuries and fatalities have occurred when
a slab splits and shatters while being moved.
Make sure the boom hoisting mechanism is attached via
safety chains and tilt the mast back towards the forklift to
assure the boom attachment does not slide off.

Forklifts and overhead cranes are the two primary methods
for moving slabs. Depending on the size and scope of the
operation, fabricators and distributors will use either one
or both. Forklifts are considered more versatile because
they can be moved throughout the location–from the
shop to the warehouse to the stone yard. Like overhead
cranes, there are safety precautions that must be followed
when using forklifts.
Best Practices for Operating Forklifts
Moving a slab with a forklift is a team operation that may
include as many as three people, including the driver.
Anyone operating the forklift must be thoroughly trained
before even attempting to get behind the wheel. Your

Stone slab moved with sling by forklift
Natural Stone Institute • Safety in the Stone Business
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Keep fellow employees clear of loads about to be lifted
and make sure suspended loads are clear of obstructions.
A minimum of two people should be involved in each
slab movement: the forklift operator and a spotter.
E. Clamps & Slings
It is important to understand the inspection procedures
that should be followed before moving any slabs.
Routine Inspection
Faulty equipment is a major cause of serious slab handling
accidents. Making sure that all tools and supplies used
in the process are in good working order is probably the
easiest cause of accidents to control. It is simply a matter
of inspecting the clamps, slings, cables, and nuts and bolts
daily before lifting anything.
Every company should have standard inspection
procedures for lifting equipment. If there is a shred of
evidence that any component is not in perfect condition,
don’t use it. Report the incident to your supervisor or
replace it yourself.
Nylon straps, synthetic straps, slab clamps, steel braided
cables with plastic or rubber coating, chains, and stab
extractors all have the potential for wear. They must be
constantly inspected and taken out of service when they
do not meet commonly accepted standards.
Inspection Protocol/Checklist
The following is a list of standard checking points in the
pre-lifting inspection protocol. The use of a company
checklist and documenting the condition of each item is
extremely important. Don’t take shortcuts!
• Inspect nylon straps for any wear by fraying edges or
		tears in any area. Always check under the wear pads for
		hidden damage.

• Inspect cables for fraying or splintering. Always look
		under the plastic/coating, if possible.
• Always inspect the hook where the cables, straps, and
		clamp attach to the boom. Measure the spread
		regularly.
• Consider using felt covering on nylon slings to prevent
		wear and tear.
• Inspect clamp rubber pads for wear and replace
		immediately.
• Inspect the clamp spring on the release lever for
		proper operation.
Don’t hesitate to replace an item as needed. Remember,
your safety and the safety of those around you is critical.
Reviewing Conditions of Wear
Consult any manufacturer’s recommendations specific to
wear, and when the product should be replaced.
Assessing a Slab’s Condition
Always check slabs for any fissures or cracks prior to lifting.
They can split during lifting, fall, and shatter.
When using a sling to handle slabs with straight or
smooth edges, always use nylon straps or similar material
on the bottom corners to avoid the slings sliding toward
the middle of the slab and the slab falling out, which
could cause serious injury.
Using a Clamp vs. a Sling
Handling slabs with a clamp is generally appropriate only
when the slab has either a minimum thickness of 30mm
or has been adequately reinforced with a fully adhered
mesh backing.
Thinner slabs or slabs of questionable soundness must be
handled by other means, such as slings.
Only move one slab at a time when using a slab clamp.
When lowering slabs into a slab rack using a clamp, make
sure there is plenty of clearance between slabs.
If there is not enough clearance the clamp could bump
one of the other slabs, unintentionally releasing the clamp
and causing an accident.
Proper Equipment Storage
Proper storage of slings and straps when the job is done
can help prolong the life of these materials.

Worker with inspection checklist for hoist
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Slings should be taken out of the production cycle when
they show signs of wear. Wear can cause nylon straps to
tear, which can then cause an accident—a vital reason to
inspect them before each day’s work. Always inspect under
the wear pads.

Every stone company must keep an ample supply of spare
straps so a faulty one can easily be replaced. The number
one reason worn straps are not replaced on a timely basis
is because there were no spares on hand.
Most Common Hazards
Failure to follow the guidelines in this section could result
in the following hazards:
• Broken or shattered slabs from failure due to
		undiscovered cracks and fissures.
• Not allowing enough clearance when lowering a slab
		could bump the clamp, resulting in an untimely release
		of the clamp, and causing an accident.
• Moving a smooth edge slab with cables could allow the
		cables to slide towards the middle of the slab, causing it
		to fall out.
• Jerking on cables and straps can cause slabs to tip
		and fall.
• Not using proper gloves can result in injury from
		frayed cables.
• Failure to use caution when releasing the clamp in a slab
		rack without the slab being properly seated and poles in
		place can result in an accident.
F. Material Handling – Containers
Unloading containers of slabs is one of the most dangerous
activities in the stone industry. Because the container holds
multiple slabs, there are several opportunities for accidents
to happen if the unloading process is not done correctly.
Pre-Inspection Steps
• Inspect the container prior to unloading to ensure it was
		properly loaded prior to shipment.
• Inspect all systems, tools, and supplies that will be used
		to unload the container.
• Inspect the A-frames or any rack-system you will be
		unloading. Look for cracks, rust, bends, or any worn
		wood footings. Replace them immediately as necessary.
		Some A-frames are labeled with number of slabs or a
		weight capacity. Do not exceed these limits.
• Identify the area in which you will be unloading, as well
		as the fall shadow from the container. Stay out of that
		area when slabs are being moved.
• Never allow anyone in the designated area while
		unbundling. This can cause distractions, which may
		cause workers to lose focus on the task at hand.
Safety Tips for Unloading
There are few safety tips for unloading containers.
• Always use loud verbal communications between
		members of your unloading team.

• Ensure the trailer is chocked or dock-locked, prior
		to entering the trailer.
• Ensure trailer doors are secured with safety straps.
• Never leave a bundle being worked unattended.
Unloading a Closed-top Container
First, remove all bracing blocks and nails from the container
floor. This is done before removing any of the top bracing.
The removal of the bracing is done in a specific sequence
to keep workers clear of bundles that may shift or that
are unstable. Starting from the right of the rear row of
bundles in the container, remove the bracing from the
first bundle.		
For safety, remove one side at a time, one bundle at a time,
and from the furthest brace to the closest brace. This will
result in only one bundle being freed, keeping workers
clear of any shifting weight. Then, remove bracing at the
rear of the container of the first bundle only, while making
sure that workers are clear from shifting material.
Once the bundle is free, removal can be done with a
specialized forklift attachment designed to handle stone
slab bundles. It also can be accomplished with a method
using chains and forklift without an attachment.
When using specialized equipment, the forklift lifts
the bundle slightly and drags it out of the rear of the
container, leaving the end of the bundle still on the lip
of the container. At this point, a second forklift and boom
are used to cable or strap the bundle while the bundle is
still secured from shifting by the first forklift. Once cables
are taut, the attachment can be removed.
This procedure is continued for the next bundle: remove
the front brace, then the rear.
The procedure changes for the last two bundles. After
cutting the bracing in the front of the next-to-last bundle

Mobile crane extracting a bundle from closed-top container
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and prior to cutting the rear bracing, the last bundle in
the rear of the container must be secured to the side of
the container. If it is not secured to the container wall
when the last bracing is cut, this bundle will be loose and
unstable when the next-to-last bundle is removed. Once
the forklift secures the final bundle, it can be freed from
the container wall.
The removal of the bracing will be the same throughout
the remainder of the container. The difference now is
that the bundles need to be pulled toward the rear of the
container, using a chain, cable, or strap. This dragging
process will be very unstable and workers should be clear
at all times.
If an attachment designed to handle stone slab bundles
and a second forklift are not available, a cable can be used
to drag the bundle to the rear of the container, easing it
out to the edge. Always keep the cable in a “cradle” tie
around the bundle.
Stone yards without loading docks can employ a mobile
crane made specifically for this purpose. These machines
are designed with a long arm and special extension that
can reach deep into the corners of closed-top containers
to extract bundles.
Whatever the method or equipment your company uses,
proceed with the utmost caution. When used in tandem
with your own company’s operating and safety procedures,
these guidelines can help safeguard your well-being and
protect other workers and customers who visit your facility.
Moving a Bundle with a Forklift
First, the spotter directs the driver to bring the hook to
the center of the bundle. Once the hook is centered,
the driver parks the forklift with the emergency brake
engaged. The spotter verifies that the hook is functional,
including the safety latch.

Cables or straps need to be placed outside of the uprights
at the bottom of the bundle. They should loop around the
outside of the uprights as they go back up to connect the
boom hook.
Before lifting, make sure the cables or straps are even,
centered, and balanced all around, as well as in the right
position outside the uprights. The spotter then directs the
driver to lift the bundle no more than eight to 10 inches
off the ground. The spotter should stay in contact with
the bundle to help guide it, but at an arm’s length away.
To open a bundle and transfer it to an A-frame, the cable
placement should be directly inside of the wooden uprights.
Once the cables are tight, the wood uprights can be removed.
After they are removed, the spotter directs the driver to
place the bundle, centered, onto the A-frame. Placing the
cables on the inside of the uprights prevents the cables
from being pinched between the bundle and the A-frame,
where the cables are being placed.
When removing slabs and reusing the same bundle for
display, open the bundle slightly. Remove slabs with a clamp
using a forklift or a crane. To rebundle the remaining
slabs, bring the uprights back to a parallel position. A
clamp is sometimes used. Spacer blocks are attached to
the upright to replace the space once occupied by the slab
or slabs removed. The bundle is then closed and set back
into the upright position.
Avoiding the Potential Hazards
The entire container unloading and bundle movement
process is filled with possibilities for accidents. As in all slab
handling and unloading operations, there is absolutely
no room for complacency. Even though you may have
performed an operation hundreds of times in the past,
plan and think carefully before you execute each move,
eliminating the following hazards:
• Being struck or crushed by tipping or falling material
• Struck by or caught between falling slabs
• Struck by pieces of shattered stone
• Damage to a dropped load
• Hitting a fellow employee with a load
• Incorrectly balanced or secured loads
• Spotter struck by a load or caught between slabs
• Injury to hands because of frayed cables and jagged
		slab edges
G. Material Handling – Flatbed Trucks

Moving bundle with forklift from closed-top container
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When handling slabs in a controlled environment like a
warehouse, distribution center, outdoor slab storage yard,
or fabrication facility, you have the benefit of familiarity,

both with the environment and the associated personnel
with whom you have worked. Handling slabs on a jobsite
or different stone facility brings a new set of considerations.
Weather should be taken into consideration: wind, rain, and
now can cause harmful and unsafe slab handling conditions.
Terrain should also be considered: jobsites may include
unpaved, tilted walkways, narrow and uneven driveways,
and other obstacles. When less-than-perfect terrain is
combined with wind, rain, or other unexpected weather,
slab handling can become complicated and dangerous.
Delivery of slabs and bundles requires more diligence
than working with stone in a familiar environment like a
fabrication shop. Proper training and execution are critical
in these situations, especially for regular or contract drivers
who may be dealing with different crews at each stop.
Preparation for Weather, Weight of the Load,
and Ground Surface
Be prepared. Gauge any weather considerations, especially
wind, that could make it too difficult and hazardous to
load and unload slabs. The type of load – single slabs or
multiple slabs – will also have an impact on the situation,
including how many people are needed to accomplish
the operation. It becomes a judgment call, based on the
driver’s experience. Add more people if concerned about
the wind.
Make sure that the area around the truck is clear of people
and debris. Use extreme care and very slow speeds in
inclement weather.
Know the weight of the load so as not to overload the truck.
In doing so, factor the average weight per square foot, not
the physical weight, and base the calculations on the truck
load capacity. Make sure that the A-frames are made of
metal and suitable for slab transportation. A-frames with
safety poles are recommended. A slight bump combined
with a leaning A-frame could cause the slabs to fall.

Slabs should be loaded face-to-face and back-to-back.
When strapping slabs down on an A-frame truck, carpet
or similar material can be used to protect the slabs from
rubbing against the nylon straps.
Belly straps are placed around the slabs first to make them
secure to the A-frame. Then, the slabs in the A-frame are
fastened to the truck using four-inch straps that originate
on the rail of the truck, go over the top of the slabs and
terminate at the other rail. Placement of the straps should
be next to the uprights of the A-frame.
Slabs should always be loaded on the A-frame with the tallest
placed first on the inside. Then load out in decreasing height
to the shortest to help prevent breaking during transit.
When using a boom to unload slabs from an A-frame at a
customer location, outriggers on the truck must be secured.
Before unstrapping the bundles, the boom should be
placed into position above the bundles.
Cables are placed around the bundle, ends are secured
into the hook, and the bundle is lifted from the A-frame
on the truck to an A-frame on the ground. A spotter
should be used to guide the slab at all times.
Loading a Flatbed Truck with Poles
When loading bundles onto a flatbed truck with poles,
prepare the poles with cross members to brace the bundles.
Make sure that the truck driver is carrying an adequate
number of chains and binders. There should be four
chains for every row of bundles on the truck. The docking
procedure dictates that the driver places an orange cone
in front of the truck, indicating that he is in a loading
process. The driver must also chock the wheels to prevent
any rolling during loading.
Two spotters direct the bundle onto the truck, aligning
the bundle on top of two 2 x 4s that are placed at the edge

Ensure the truck is parked on a level surface, if possible.
If the truck is leaning in any direction, it could cause the
slabs to tip during loading or unloading. If the parking
area is uneven, level the bed of the truck as much as
possible by using its outriggers. If it’s still leaning, strap
the opposite side of the A-frame as a precaution and
adjust accordingly. Be sure to check A-frames for any
cracks from rust and bends and replace worn wood
footing in A-frames immediately.
Loading a Flatbed Truck with A-Frame Supports
When loading a flatbed truck with an A-frame, there
should be a spotter on the ground and on the truck. The
A-frame should be securely fastened to the bed of the truck.

Loading a slab onto a flatbed truck with A-frame supports
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of the bundle. This allows the bundle to be tipped back
and to be snug against the upper cross members.
Once the bundles are leaning into the upper cross member
braces, the straps or cables are removed. When the opposing
side is loaded with the bundle, the chains are then used to
secure the bundles to the truck—from one side of the rail,
up and over the top of the slabs to the other side of the
truck and into the rail. Chain binders are used to make
the chains taught. Straps can be used for extra security.
Loading a Flatbed Truck without A-Frame
Supports or Poles
To load slabs on a flatbed truck without A-frame supports
or poles, send the first bundle off-center. Keeping tension
on the securing cables or straps, attach a 2 x 4 brace, cutting
the bottom of the 2 x 4 at a 45-degree angle. These braces
are used to keep the bundle from falling to the outside of
the truck.
A chain is then temporarily applied to the bundle to keep
it from falling to the center of the truck. Once the bundle
is secure, the cable is removed.
The second bundle is set parallel, directly next to the first
bundle. Then, bracing is measured and placed between the
bundles as a stabilizer, as well as on top of the bundles, tying
the two bundles together on each side of the uprights.
Once the bundles are stabilized, the temporary chain can
be removed to further stabilize the two bundles together.
When the 2 x 4 side braces are added to the other side,
the cable can be removed.
Chains are then crisscrossed around each upright–two
chains per upright at both ends of the bundle. Chains
are then attached to the bed of the truck with binders. A
strap can be added for further protection. As a precaution,
the truck driver should check the condition of the chains
every 100 miles while on the road.

Bundles on flatbed without A-frame of poles
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To remove the bundles from the flatbed truck, simply
reverse the process.
Loading a Customer’s Vehicle
When loading a customer’s vehicle, make sure that the
customer personnel stay away from the scene until
loading is completed and the customer takes responsibility
for the load.
When loading a customer’s truck at your company location,
slabs should also be guided at an arm’s length away.
When slabs are loaded on the A-frame, the customer will
be asked if the positioning is acceptable. With an affirmative
answer, the responsibility shifts to the customer.
Unloading Slabs from a Flatbed at a Customer’s Location
When unloading slabs from an A-frame at a customer
location using a boom, outriggers on the truck are secured.
Prior to crane operation, ensure adequate clearance from
any overhead wires or other obstacles. Before unstrapping
the bundles, the hook should be placed into position
above the bundles. Cables are placed around the bundle,
the ends are secured into the hook and the bundle is lifted
from the A-frame onto the truck to an A-frame on the
ground. A spotter should always be used to guide the slab.
Avoiding Hazards at a Customer’s Location
The loading and unloading of bundles and slabs from a
forklift is filled with potential peril, which often is
magnified by weather conditions and uneven terrain.
Potential hazards include:
• Forklift tips on uneven terrain, the slab falls into the
		truck, crushing the driver.
• Faulty cable snaps, causing slabs to fall.
• Personnel caught between falling slabs.
• Workers struck by pieces of shattered stone.
• Wind gusts pushes slabs into a driver or warehouse
		employee.
• Incorrectly balanced load tips and falls.
• Injury to hands because of frayed cables and jagged
		slab edges.
H. Consumer Safety
In Tallahassee, Florida, a couple and their young son were
visiting a stone shop to view samples of material for their
kitchen. During the visit, the shop owner left the family
alone in the showroom while he went outside to get a
battery for a forklift truck so he could show the family
additional slabs.

In a matter of seconds, a series of wooden A-frames that
were overloaded and held together by glue and screws
collapsed in a domino effect, seriously injuring the father,
and killing the young child. It was the most horrific
example of what can happen in a natural stone showroom.
A life was taken that can never be replaced, and the shop
owner and A-frame cabinet maker paid $2.5 million in a
court settlement.
This incident remains a serious wake-up call for any stone
company open to the public. Be aware of what can happen
to customers in your indoor or outdoor slab showroom or
fabrication facility. If a stone shop, showroom, warehouse,
or yard is hazardous for trained employees, imagine the
hazard to unsuspecting customers.
Special Safety Procedures When Customers Are Present
Here is a primary checklist for establishing safety precautions
to protect consumers visiting your facility:
• Make sure that all racks are designed for weights they
		will be holding and follow industry standards for
		bracing materials on A-frames and other storage racks.
• Never overload an A-frame or rack.
• With outdoor slab storage, where high winds are a
		possibility, slabs should always be secured.
• No slabs should be stored in a showroom if they pose
		a danger to customers. Showroom samples should be
		small enough so they are not dangerous.
• Many shops do not allow customers into the production
		area. If your company does, make sure customers are
		outfitted with hardhats and safety glasses.
• Keep customers a safe distance from overhead lifting
		equipment.
• Customers should never be left alone in the showroom
		or outdoor storage area.
• Children should be closely supervised. Consider
		implementing a playroom or childcare area in
		your facility.
• Only designated employees with specific training in
		slab handling should handle materials when customers
		are present.
• Warn customers to stay a good distance from
		forklift trucks.
• Keep employees and customers clear of loads that are
		about to be lifted and clear of suspended loads. Make
		sure that suspended loads are clear of obstructions.
• Never carry loads over or past workers or customers.
Following these safety precautions can help tragedies from
occurring. Stay alert, stay alive, and remember: there is no
place for complacency in the stone business.

VII. Respiratory Protection
OSHA has had a special emphasis program on silica
dust and particles since 1996 to get companies to reduce
particulate levels if their employees are exposed to silica
on the job. In 2016, OSHA issued two new respirable
crystalline silica standards: one for construction employees
working on jobsites, and one for general industry employees
working in shops. Each standard has multiple options for
compliance. During an enforcement inspection, OSHA will
monitor the air quality around employees who potentially
could be overexposed to silica dust and particles.
The first line of defense against this hazardous exposure is
understanding the risks and how to minimize them.
Respiratory protection practices and equipment can reduce
the risk of occupational diseases caused by breathing air
contaminated with harmful dust, fogs, fumes, mists,
gases, smokes, sprays or vapors. Many stone varieties
cut and worked dry will create airborne silica, which is
harmful to workers. Marble and similar stones will little
or no silica content are considered considered a nuisance
dust and can cause breathing difficulties for those with
respiratory problems.
The purpose of the following guidelines is to prevent or
minimize worker exposure to these and other airborne
contaminants through the use of accepted engineering
control measures, such as dust control equipment and
ventilation systems. When effective engineering controls are
not feasible, or while they are being installed, appropriate
respirators should be used.
A. Work Practices
Recognize where silica dust may be generated and plan
ahead to eliminate the dust at the source. Even the best
industrial ventilation system or other type of well-engineered
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system designed to improve the working environment and
reduce harmful dust can be easily defeated by poor work
practices by employees.
It is very important when a dust control program is initiated
in a fabricating plant or at a job site that the work practices
of each employee be analyzed. Make your employees “dust
conscious” through information and training.
B. Housekeeping
Housekeeping is the most important of all dust control
methods. Simply cleaning up all possible emission sources
as quickly as possible is the most effective technique for
suppressing dust. Practices such as water dust suppression,
source capture filtration, and regular wash-down procedures
can prevent high dust levels from occurring and improve
already clean environments.
These methods can greatly reduce dust exposures to
within OSHA PEL requirements. Because these cleaning
methods are labor-intensive rather than capital-intensive,
they can be easily used at both the stone shop and the
construction site.
C. Personal Hygiene
Do not eat, drink, or use tobacco in areas where there
is dust containing crystalline silica. Wash your hands
thoroughly prior to eating. Consider changing into
disposable or washable work clothes at the job site.
Shower (where available) and change into clean clothing
before leaving the job site to prevent contamination of
cars, homes, and other areas.
D. Provisions and Application for Employees
The employer must provide suitable respirators approved
for protection against dust containing crystalline silica
when such equipment is necessary to protect the health
of the employees and when engineering controls are not
feasible to eliminate the contaminants.

Employees shall use the provided respiratory protection
in accordance with the instructions and training received.
Employees will not be assigned to tasks requiring the use
of respirators, unless it has been determined by a medical
physician or designated healthcare professional that they
are physically able to perform the work and use the
equipment.
E. Respirators
Personal respirators are an effective last resort option
for employee safety that requires additional training,
compliance rules, and medical testing under OSHA 29
CFR 1910.134 and NIOSH 30 CFR Part 11. Respirators
shall be selected from among those approved by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) under the Provisions of 30 CRF Part 11.
There are three steps involved in the selection of respiratory
protective equipment: identifying the hazard, evaluating
the hazard, and selecting the approved respiratory
equipment based on the findings of the first two steps.
At the beginning of a project, the project supervisor and
the safety director or designee will identify and evaluate
hazards in the work area.
The type and level of contaminants identified, along with
recommended respirators, will be documented and, if
required, contained within a written site-specific safety
program.
F. Medical Examinations
Only employees who are physically able to perform the
work while using respiratory protection will be assigned
tasks requiring the use of respirators. The employer’s
physician or designated healthcare professional shall
determine what health and physical conditions are
pertinent and approve respirator use.
Employees who use respirators for more than 30 days each
year will require additional health and medical reviews.
G. Use and Fit Testing
A competent person in the selection, use and maintenance
of respirators will properly instruct the supervisor and
workers. Training should cover:
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• Types of hazards and specifics of those hazards
• Type of respirator selected to protect against the hazard
• Training the employee on how to put on the respirator
• Training the employee on the various components of
the respirator and how the respirator functions to
remove contaminants
• Proper fitting of the respirator

• Limitations on the use of the respirator
• Maintenance and cleaning of the respirator
• Inspection of defects
Employees who will be using negative-pressure respirators
shall be fit-tested by a qualified individual. Many suppliers
that sell respirators can do fit testing.

Respirator inspections shall include a check of the tightness
of connections and the condition of the face piece, head
bands, valves, connection tube and canisters. Rubber or
elastomer parts will be inspected for pliability and signs
of deterioration. Stretching and manipulating rubber or
elastomer parts with a massaging action will keep them
pliable and flexible during storage.

A record of this test shall be kept and filed with the
corporate office. The fit test will be performed at least
annually, or whenever there is reason to suspect the
adequacy of the respirator seal on a particular employee,
for example, because of weight gain or loss, or any serious
injury to the face or jaw.

A record shall be kept of inspection dates.

Wearing contact lenses while using a respirator shall not
be permitted.

Training will be conducted at least annually. If the employee
has not used the equipment in more than six months, then
retraining will be required. Training will be documented
and include the employee’s name, date of training, and
type of respirators trained on.

The safety director or designee will conduct frequent
random inspections to ensure that respirators are properly
selected, used, cleaned and maintained.
H. Respirator Care and Cleaning
Routinely used respirators will be collected, cleaned and
disinfected as frequently as necessary to ensure that proper
protection is provided to those wearing them.
Respirators maintained for emergency use shall be cleaned
and disinfected after each use.
Respirators used by more than one employee will be
cleaned and disinfected after each use.
The safety director or designee will be responsible for
monitoring the cleaning and disinfecting of respirators.
Cleaned respirators should be stored in re-sealable plastic
bags, one per bag. The respirator should be stored in a single layer in such a way as to prevent the rubber or plastic
parts of the face piece from becoming distorted.
Respirators should be protected from dust, sunlight, heat,
extreme cold, excessive moisture, damaging chemicals and
mechanical damage.

J. Employee Training
Employees will be trained on the proper use, care and
hazards associated with using the respirators prior to work
assignments where respirator equipment is required.

VIII. Equipment Operating Procedures
A. Saws
The owner shall provide an instruction manual, keep
proper maintenance records, provide a device to measure
blade revolutions per minute (rpm) or list the arbor rpm
on fixed-speed saws, and see to it that all operators have
proper personal safety and protective equipment for
operating the saws.
Each operator must fully read and understand the instruction
manual before operating any saw, and be completely
familiar with every aspect of the machine’s operation,
including all of the machine controls and functions.
The operator must not operate any saw that is unsafe,
and may never leave the machine running unattended,
unless the machine is factory-equipped to operate without
an attendant.

I. Inspection and Maintenance
All respirators shall be inspected before and after each use
and during cleaning.
A designated qualified employee, with the aid of the
manufacturer’s literature and parts, can replace any of the
parts on air-purifying respirators. Replacement parts for
respirators must be those of the manufacturer, and
substitutions of parts from a different brand or type of
respirator will invalidate the approved use of the respirator.
Self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) equipment must
be returned to the manufacturer for repairs and adjustments.
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• When operating any saw, safety glasses, proper footwear,
		hearing protection and hard hats are required.
• Never operate or allow anyone else to operate equipment
		when tired or under stress, or while under the influence
		of drugs, alcohol or medications that impair alertness or
		reaction time.
• Do not operate equipment while wearing loose-fitting
		clothing. Always keep hands and clothing away from
		moving parts at all times.
Various kinds of diamond or abrasive saw blades may be
used on these machines, but make sure that the blade is
the proper specification and size for the application. Each
blade is designed for a particular kind of cutting and
for a specific range of materials. Select the right blade and
use it properly.
It is extremely important to match the saw blade for the
rpm. If the saw rpm is too low, the blade will likely wear
out prematurely and may not run true or straight. If the
rpm is too high, the segments may glaze over and stop or
slow down cutting.
If a blade is run beyond its maximum rated rpm’s, severe
damage can occur to the blade, including breaking or
shattering, which could injure or kill the operator or
other personnel.
Most sawing is done with wet-cutting diamond blades.
Wet-cutting blades must be supplied with water for cooling
and lubrication, and to remove the slurry from around the
blade. Inadequate water to the blade will cause segment
loss, blade warpage and possible blade failure.
The water must cover the entire blade from the mounting
flanges to the cutting edge. Direct the water correctly and
use enough to cool the blade, wash the slurry from the
cut, and leave a small edge of clear water at the outside
edge of the slurry trail.

Never try to rig an unconventional water supply to cool
a blade. Spraying water on the blade is not adequate. A
steady stream of water must contact the blade on both
surfaces near the blade flanges in such a way that the force
of the stream and centrifugal force combine to move the
water to the edge of the blade and into the cut.
Inspect all blades before installation. Never use a damaged
blade. If the blade is cracked, the core excessively worn,
warped or out of round, segments are missing, or the
arbor hole is worn or damaged, the blade is unsafe to use.
When installing a blade on electric, air or hydraulic saws,
make sure the power is disconnected and bled of any
stored energy.
To install the blade, raise the saw high enough to allow
clearance for mounting the blade. Before starting the
mounting procedures make sure the power switch is off.
Inspect both flanges and the arbor shaft for damage,
nicks and burrs. The inner flange should be tight on the
shaft.
Slide the blade onto the arbor shaft. It should fit snugly.
Do not force the blade, alter the arbor hole or file the
blade to force it to fit. If it does not fit, it is either damaged or the wrong size blade.
OSHA regulations specify that the flanges must be at least
1/6 the diameter of the blade. Use of undersized flanges
can lead to serious injury.
Align the blade so the pin on the flange is through the
drive pinhole on the blade and into the inner flange.
Hand-tighten the mounting nut or bolt with the pin in
the hole.
Prior to wrench tightening the blade shaft nut, grasp the
outer edge of the blade and rotate it up toward the back
of the saw to remove any clearance between the drive pin
and the drive pad. Then tighten the blade shaft securely,
according to manufacturer’s instructions, using the proper
wrench.
Before starting the saw, make sure the blade guard is
installed properly and will not interfere with the blade.
Never attempt to operate a saw without a blade guard.
Because there are many types of saws and new models are
available every year, read and understand the operating
manual for the saw you will be using.

Wet polishing
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There are some standard procedures for pre-operation
inspection, set-up and maintenance regardless of the saw
type. Before starting to operate the saw, check for missing
or loose nuts and bolts, and check any drive belts. Check
all grease fittings and apply grease as needed.

With hydraulic-powered saws, be sure the hoses are of
sufficient size and strength to handle the volumes and
pressures involved. Also make sure hose connections are tight
and the on/off value is off before starting the power pack.
When making connections to three-phase power sources
for saws, make sure the blade rotation is correct. Also refer
to the operation manual and observe all local, state and
federal electrical codes. Never allow connectors to come in
contact with water.
Check out the saw controls to make sure the blade is
raised high enough to clear the stone when it starts.
If the blade wobbles or vibrates, stop the saw immediately
and check the blade and mounting. A blade properly
installed should run smoothly.
Turn the water on and recheck that there is sufficient
water flow to both sides of the blade. If water flow is ever
interrupted, stop cutting immediately.
If there is smoke or fire at the point of contact, there is
(a) a water supply problem, (b) the blade is too hard for
the material, or (c) the blade is being pushed in too fast.
Excessive pressure or speed will cause the blade to ride out
of the cut and will reduce blade life. It can knock the core
out of tension or knock segments off the blade. It creates
excessive heat that glazes the segments and damages or
pulls diamonds from the matrix.
Never leave the machine until the blade has completely
stopped.
The saw’s instruction manual contains the manufacturer’s
recommended maintenance program. Good maintenance
prolongs machine life and is an important safety procedure.

• Machines shall be kept in good working order. Blades,
		bits and other parts should be secured tightly and
		checked periodically for tightness.
• Operators should always use both hands on the
		machine, keeping arms close to the body and
		not extended.
• Blade and bit guards should always be in place. Cutting
		shall be done in a direction that shields the operator
		from cutting debris and spray.
• All electrical machinery must be properly grounded.
		Cord connections must be kept out of water, and
		GFCIs must be used.
• .Never operate or allow anyone else to operate equipment
		when tired or under stress, or while under the influence
		of drugs, alcohol or medications that impair alertness or
		reaction time.
• Do not operate equipment while wearing loose-fitting
		clothing. Keep hands and clothing away from all
		moving parts at all times.
• Operators should be allowed rest periods as necessary
		to avoid fatigue.
• Machinery should never be operated above chest height.
• Never leave a machine running unattended. Unplug the
		machine when leaving the workstation or work area.

IX. Compressed Air Safety

Only qualified personnel in accordance with the saw
manufacturer’s recommended practices should perform
actual repairs.

A. General Safety Requirements
The following precautions pertain to the use of compressed
air in stone fabrication shops:
• All pipes, hoses, and fittings must have a rating of the
		maximum pressure .of the line (the compressor may be
		capable of more, but a relief value is in place). Compressed
		air pipelines should be labeled as to the maximum
		working pressure in pounds per square inch (psi).

B. Routers, Drill Presses, Angle Grinders and
Other Hand Machines
The owner shall provide an instruction manual, keep
proper maintenance records, and see to it that all operators have proper personal safety and protective equipment
for operating the machines.
Each operator must fully read and understand the instruction
manual for any hand-held machine to be operated, and be
completely familiar with every aspect of machine operation,
including all machine controls and functions.
• Hand-held machinery should only be operated by those
		people who are properly trained and physically capable
		of operating it.

Worker using a radial arm machine
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• Air supply shutoff valves should be located (as nearly as
		possible) at the point of operation.
• Air hoses should be kept free of grease and oil to prevent
		premature deterioration.
• Hoses should not be strung across floors or aisles where
		they may cause people to trip and fall. When possible,
		air supply hoses should be suspended overhead or
		otherwise located to afford efficient access and protection
		against damage.
• Hose ends must be secured to prevent whipping if an
		accidental cut or break occurs.
• Never point a pneumatic-impact tool, such as riveting
		guns, at another person.
• A pneumatic tool must have the air supply turned off at
		the control valve and residual pressure purged from the
		tool before disconnecting it from the air supply.
• Do not use compressed air to clean dirt or dust from
		clothing or a person’s skin. Similarly, never use
		compressed air to clean dust that might contain silica
		from surfaces or workpieces. Shop air used for cleaning
		should be regulated to a maximum pressure of 15 psi
		unless equipped with diffuser nozzles to provide
		lesser pressure.
• Personnel using compressed air for cleaning equipment
		must wear goggles, face shields or other eye protection.
• Static electricity can be generated through the use of
		pneumatic tools. This type of equipment must be
		grounded or bonded if it is used where fuel, flammable
		vapors or explosive atmospheres are present.
B. Operating and Maintaining Compressed
Air Machinery
All components of compressed air systems should be
inspected regularly byqualified and trained employees.
Maintenance superintendents should check with state

agencies and/or insurance
companies to determine
if they require their
own inspection of this
equipment. Operators
need to be aware of
the following:
Air Receivers

• The maximum allowable working pressures of air
		receivers should never be exceeded except when testing
		the device. Only hydrostatically tested and approved
		tanks should be used as air receivers.
• Air tanks and receivers should be equipped with
		inspection openings, and tanks more than 36 inches in
		diameter should have a manhole. Pipe lug openings
		should be provided on tanks with volumes of less than
		five cubic feet.
• The intake and exhaust pipes of small tanks, similar to
		those used in garages, should be made removable for
		interior inspections.
• Drain water from tanks per manufacture’s recommendation.
• No tank or receiver should be altered or modified by
		unauthorized personnel.
• Air receivers should be fitted with a drain cock that is
		located at the bottom of the receiver.
• Receivers should be drained frequently to prevent the
		accumulation of liquid inside the unit. Receivers having
		automatic drain systems are exempt from this requirement.
• Air tanks should be located so as to provide convenient
		inspection access to the entire outside surface. Air tanks
		should not be buried or otherwise placed where they
		cannot be readily inspected.
• Each air receiver shall be equipped with at least one
		pressure gauge and an ASME safety valve of the
		proper design.
• A safety (spring loaded) release valve shall be installed to
		prevent the receiver from exceeding the maximum
		allowable working pressure. Only qualified personnel
		should be permitted to repair air tanks – and all work
		must be done according to established safety standards.
Air Distribution Lines

Compressed air tanks
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• Air lines should be made of high quality materials, fitted
		with secure connections.
• Only standard fittings should be used on air lines.
• Operators should avoid sharply bending or kinking
		air hoses.
• Air hoses should not be placed where they will create
		tripping hazards.

• Hoses should be checked to make sure they are properly
		connected to pipe outlets before use.
• Air lines should be inspected frequently for defects, and
		any defective equipment should be repaired or replaced
		immediately.
• Compressed air lines should be identified as to
		maximum working pressures by tagging or marking
		pipeline outlets.
Pressure Regulation Devices

• Only qualified personnel should be allowed to repair or
		adjust pressure-regulating equipment.
• Valves, gauges and other regulating devices should be
		installed on compressor equipment in such a way that
		they cannot be bypassed or otherwise compromised.
• Air tank safety valves should be set at no greater than
		15 psi or 10 .percent (whichever is less) above the
		operating pressure of the compressor, but never higher
		than the maximum allowable working pressure of the
		air receiver.
• Under normal circumstances, air lines between the
		compressor and receiver should not be equipped with
		stop valves. Where stop valves are necessary and
		authorized, ASME safety valves must be installed
		between the stop valves and the compressor.
• The safety valves should be set to relieve pressure when
		pressure slightly above that necessary to open the
		receiver safety valves occurs.
• Blowoff valves should be located on the equipment and
		shielded so sudden blowoffs will not cause personal
		injuries or equipment damage.
• Cast iron seat or disk safety valves should be
		ASME-approved and stamped for intended service
		application.
• If the design of a safety or relief valve is such that liquid
		can collect on the discharge side of the disk, the valve
		should be equipped with a drain at the lowest point
		where liquid can collect.
• Safety valves exposed to freezing temperatures should be
		located so water cannot collect in the valves. Frozen
		valves must be thawed and drained before operating
		the compressor.

• Equipment should not become overheated.
• Moving parts, such as compressor flywheels, pulleys
		and belts that could be hazardous should be effectively
		guarded.
• Consider using a refrigeration unit in the compressor
		line for shop operations.
Compressed Air Equipment Maintenance

• Only authorized and trained personnel should service
		and maintain air compressor equipment.
• Exposed metal parts of the compressor should be
		effectively grounded.
• Low flash point lubricants should not be used on
		compressors because the high operating temperatures
		of the compressor could ignite them.
• Equipment should not be over-lubricated.
• Gasoline or diesel fuel-powered compressors shall not
		be exhausted indoors.
• Equipment placed outside but near buildings should
		have the exhausts directed away from doors, windows
		and fresh air in takes.
• Soapy water or lye solutions can be used to clean
		compressor parts of carbon deposits, but kerosene or
		other flammable substances should not be used.
		Frequent cleaning is necessary to keep compressors in
		good working condition.
• The air systems should be completely purged after
		each cleaning.
• During maintenance, the switches of electrically
		operated compressors should be locked open and
		tagged to prevent accidental starting.
• Portable electric compressors should be disconnected
		from the power supply before performing maintenance.

Air Compressor Operation

• Only authorized and trained personnel should operate
		air compressor equipment.
• The air intake should be from a clean, outside, fresh air
		source. Screens or filters can be used to clean the air.
• Air compressors should never be operated at speeds
		faster than the manufacturer’s recommendation.

Compressors
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Tips for conducting safety meetings:
• Plan the meeting in advance.
• Select an appropriate location to conduct the meeting in
		a place with limited distractions.
• Advertise in advance the meeting location and its
		main topic.
• Start on time.
• Ensure that the presenter or instructor can be easily
		heard.
• Give employees a chance to report any safety concerns
		or make suggestions they may have.
• Report any actions taken by management to correct
		unsafe conditions.
• Discuss the safety performance since the last meeting,
		good or bad.
• If it is good, congratulate and thank the group.
• If it’s not so good, ask the group for suggestions
		to improve.
• Discuss all employee accidents and close calls.
• Explain new programs or policies – discuss and explain
		the reasons for implementing them.
• Document who attended the meeting – have a
		sign-in sheet.
• Follow-up with any employees who missed the meeting.

Avoid these safety meeting pitfalls:
• Not being scheduled in advance.
• Being conducted sporadically or canceled entirely.
• Passing out information for employees to read without
		time for follow-through.
• Supervisors or presentors not prepared to review the
		material thoroghly.
• Meeting area not appropriate for conducting meeting.

Safety meeting
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About the Natural Stone Institute
Safety Committee
The Natural Stone Institute Safety Committee was
established in 2010 when a team of safety managers
from nine of the leading stone distribution companies
in the United States and Canada joined together to
develop safety training videos, toolbox talks, job safety
analyses (JSAs), and resources to increase awareness for
silicosis prevention.
The current safety committee includes safety and
operations managers from twenty-six North American stone
companies. Through their sponsorship and support, the
Natural Stone Institute continues to develop and distribute
safety and health resources for the natural stone industry.
Learn more at www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/safety. Find
additional safety training resources at www.uofstone.org.
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About the Natural Stone Institute
The Natural Stone Institute is a trade association
representing every aspect of the natural stone industry.
The current membership exceeds 2,000 members in
over 50 countries. The association offers a wide array of
technical and training resources, professional development
opportunities, regulatory advocacy, and networking events.
Two prominent publications—the Dimension Stone Design
Manual and Building Stone Magazine—raise awareness
within the natural stone industry and in the design
community for best practices and uses of natural stone.
The association serves as the authoritative source for safety
and technical standards and information regarding the
use of natural stone. It operates an industry accreditation
program and two prestigious awards programs, as well as a
continuing education program for architects and designers.
The Natural Stone Institute was formed in 2018 as a
merger of the Marble Institute of America and the Building
Stone Institute. The Building Stone Institute was formed
in 1894 as the International Cut Stone Contractors and
Quarrymen’s Association; the name was changed to the
Building Stone Institute in 1955. Established in 1903 as
the National Association of Marble Dealers, the Marble
Institute of America officially formed in 1944, when
the association merged with the National Association of
Marble Producers. In 1962, the National Association of
Marble Builders merged with MIA.
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